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Trap for the “Trap Cases”
-

Justice K Chandru
Former Judge,
Madras High Court

Wendell Philips, a liberal activist of America said in 1852 “eternal vigilance is a price of
liberty, power is ever stealing from the many to the few”.
As we are observing Vigilance week, we should also look into some of the vigilance cases
undertaken in the Railways where the courts either approve the action or disapproved. From our
past experience, we should learn lest, we may commit the same mistakes and it may result in lack
of vigilance.
During 1988, one Anjaneyalu, working in South Central Railway collected Rs.200/against the EFT amount of Rs.128/- towards the conversion and reservation charges providing SL
class accommodation on two express tickets. A trap was laid while he was working as a Head
Train Ticket Examiner. The vigilance officer arranged a decoy passenger for laying a
departmental trap. The ticket examiner was found having demanded more money against the
EFT amount.
On the basis of the trap case, a department enquiry was conducted and after founding him
guilty, the HTTE was reduced in rank as that of a ticket examiner. The Revisional authority
reversed the penalty and removed him from service.
Initially he moved the Central Administrative Tribunal (CAT) which on a technical
ground held that the departmental traps were not laid by the vigilance officers of the railways in
accordance with the Vigilance Manual of 1966. The railways challenged the same before the
High Court of Andhra Pradesh and having failed in its attempt, an appeal was filed before the
Supreme Court.
The entire case was based upon violation of Para 705 of the Indian Railways Vigilance
Manual and it read as follows:“ 705 Departmental Traps For Departmental traps, the following instructions in
addition to those contained under paras 704 are to be followed:
(a) The Investigating Officer/Inspector should arrange two gazetted officers from
Railways to act as independent witnesses as far as possible. However, in certain
exceptional cases where two gazetted officers are not available immediately, the
services of non-gazetted staff can be utilised. All railway employees, particularly,
gazetted officers, should assist and witness a trap whenever they are approached by
any officer or Vigilance branch. The Head of Vigilance Branch detail a suitable
person or persons to be present at the scene of trap. Refusal to assist or witness a trap
without a just cause/without sufficient reason may be regarded as a breach of duty,
making him liable to disciplinary action.
1

(b) The decoy will present the money which he will give to the defaulting
officers/employees as bribe money on demand. A memo should be prepared by the
Investigating Officer/Inspector in the presence of the independent witnesses and the
decoy indicating the numbers of the G.C. notes for legal and illegal transactions. The
memo, thus prepared should bear the signature of decoy, independent witnesses and
the Investigating Officer/Inspector. Another memo, for returning the G.D. notes to the
decoy will be prepared for making over the G.C. notes to the delinquent employee on
demand. This memo should also contain signatures of decoy, witnesses and
Investigating Officer/Inspector. The independent witnesses will take up position at
such a place where from they can see the transaction and also hear the conversation
between the decoy and delinquent, with a view to satisfy themselves that the money
was demanded, given and accepted as bribe a fact to which they will be deposing in
the departmental proceeding at a later date. After the money has been passed on, the
Investigating Officer/Inspector should disclose the identity and demand, in the
presence of the witnesses, to produce all money including private, Railway and bribe
money. Then the total money produced will be verified from relevant records and
memo for seizure of the money and verification particulars will be prepared. The
recovered notes will be kept in an envelope sealed in the presence of the witnesses,
decoy and the accused as also his immediate superior who should be called s a
witness in case the accused refuses to sign the recovery memo and sealing of the notes
in the envelope ”
The lacunae pointed out before the CAT and the High Court was that there was no
independent witness as contemplated under the manual and the decoys deployed were
RPF constables travelling as passengers and the witnesses were also only RPF
constables.
However, fortunately the Supreme Court agreeing with the Railways held as
follows:“Paragraphs 704 and 705, as noticed earlier, cover the procedures and guidelines to be
followed by the investigating officers, who are entrusted with the task of investigation
of trap cases and departmental trap cases against the railway officials. Broadly
speaking, the administrative rules, regulations and instructions, which have no
statutory force, do not give rise to any legal right in favour of the aggrieved party and
cannot be enforced in a court of law against the administration. The executive orders
appropriately so-called do not confer any legally enforceable rights on any persons
and impose no legal obligation on the subordinate authorities for whose guidance they
are issued. Such an order would confer no legal and enforceable rights on the
delinquent even if any of the directions is ignored, no right would lie. Their breach
may expose the subordinate authorities to disciplinary or other appropriate action, but
they cannot be said to be in the nature of statutory rules having the force of law”
2

(see: Chief Commercial Manager, South Central Railway Vs. G.Ratnam &
Ors, 2007 (8) SCC 212)
That benefit of doubt was given in favour of the railways because it was a trap based on
vigilance manual which was not a statutory rule. Later, in a case involving a booking supervisor
in Central Railways where a trap was laid where it was found that he was overcharging Rs.5/- on
the ticket issued to a decoy passenger. After the enquiry, he was imposed with a penalty to a
reduction to the lowest scale of pay for a period of 5 years. Though the employee succeeded
before the CAT (Mumbai), the Bombay High Court reversed it. When the matter came by way of
appeal in the Supreme Court, the argument advanced was that Para 705 of the Vigilance Manual
was not followed.
The Supreme Court while agreed with the Ratnam’s case (cited supra), but held that the
High Court was wrong and held as follows:“The High Court, thus, committed a serious error in not taking into consideration
paragraph 705 of the Manual.
The approach of the High Court, in our opinion, was not entirely correct. If the
safeguards are provided to avoid false implication of a railway employee, the
procedures laid down therein could not have been given a complete go bye.
24. It is the High Court who posed unto itself a wrong question. The onus was not
upon the appellant to prove any bias against the RPF, but it was for the department to
establish that the charges levelled against the appellant.
25. The High Court also committed a serious error in opining that sub- rule (21) of
Rule 9 of the Rules was not imperative. The purpose for which the sub-rule has been
framed is clear and unambiguous. The railway servant must get an opportunity to
explain the circumstances appearing against him. In this case he has been denied from
the said opportunity.
26. The cumulative effect of the illegalities/irregularities were required to be taken
into consideration to judge as to whether the departmental proceeding stood vitiated
or not.
27. For the aforementioned purpose, the manner in which the enquiry proceeding was
conducted was required to be taken into consideration by the High Court. The trap
was not conduced in terms of the Manual; the Enquiry Officer acted as a Prosecutor
and not as an independent quasi judicial authority; he did not comply with Rule 9(21)
of the Rules, evidently, therefore, it was not a case where the order of the Tribunal
warranted interference at the hands of the High Court.”
(See: Moni Shankar vs Union Of India, 2008 (3) SCC 484)
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Once again these two judgments were considered recently and the Supreme Court held as
follows:“if procedural safeguards are provided, these judgments note, the same should be
observed as they prevent any arbitrary exercise of power. In fact, in one of the cases,
the expression used is “a departmental instruction cannot totally be ignored”
(See: Union of India Vs. P.Balasubrahmanayam, 2021 (5) SCC 662)
It must be noted that the Vigilance Manual which was first published in 1970 was revised in 1996
under which the departmental traps were laid before. The revised Vigilance Manual of 1996 has
now been re-revised by the Indian Railways in the year 2006. Paragraph 306 in Chapter III of the
Indian Railways Vigilance Manual, 2006 deals with trap cases by the C.B.I. Departmental trap
cases, procedure and guidelines are prescribed in paragraph 307 (corresponding to paragraph 705
of the 1996 Manual).
Whatever may be the status of these guidelines, we should not fall in the trap of falling
into a false trap of following procedural irregularities thereby allowing a corrupt officer to
escape.
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FAQs on Integrity
-

Smt.V.G. Bhooma
PCPO/ICF

A majority of Indians have faced corruption at some point or other in their lives. Either
giving or taking, or worse, suffering because they could not give or take bribes. Does it mean
corruption is endemic? Is it so only in India? Is it a post-colonial phenomenon? For these and
many more questions on corruption, please read on…
Is corruption related to a person? Or is it motivated by the environment?
Let us recall an Akbar-Birbal story.
Once the security guards of Akbar’s court caught a man taking bribes and brought him
before the emperor. The emperor gave him due punishment but was concerned about rooting out
corruption. He asked the court does an official became corrupt because of the nature of the job
or does a corrupt person introduces bad practices to a job? Most courtiers opined that it is the
job that makes a man corrupt. Finally, Akbar turned to a silent Birbal and asked for his opinion.
Birbal’s answer was as usual unique
.
“Jahanpanah, a corrupt man will continue his corrupt practices wherever he goes.
Whichever job he is assigned.” The emperor decided to test this. The corrupt official who was
recently caught was given what was considered to be the ‘most useless job’. He was asked to sit
on the banks of River Yamuna and count the ripples that hit the bank and send a daily report.
Soon, it was heard that the person was amassing wealth. The emperor, with Birbal and a
courtier, disguised as fishermen went in a boat along the bank of Yamuna. There the official was
sitting and had a bag near him. When the emperor’s boat went close to him, he stopped them
saying, “I have been given the job of reducing the waves in Yamuna. Your boat has caused a lot
of waves. I will have to report you to the emperor” Birbal, still in his disguise, pleaded with him
to spare them and settled for a bribe of 50 gold coins. The emperor then revealed himself and the
official was punished.
So goes the story.
The moral is that what causes corruption is a question. But if individuals resist from
indulging in corrupt practices, it can be ended. Else it can’t be. It is not an issue of chicken or
egg, but how to have a better society either way
What is the role of a manager in rooting out corruption?
Let us this time recall the story of Tenali Raman and Krishnadevaraya.
Once, Tenali Raman wanted to enter the palace of Emperor Krishnadevaraya. There were
new guards at the palace, who did not know him and tried to stop him. Tenali Raman tried to
convince them who he was and why he can enter at anytime. The guards did not budge. Then one
of them gently suggested to Raman,” If you claim you are so great and you will be rewarded by
5

the Maharaja, then if you promise to give us half of what the Maharajah gives you, then we will
let you go in.” The quick-thinking Tenali Raman decided that it was a great opportunity to bring
to light a few home truths to the emperor and agreed that he will give their share first before
even taking his share.
He entered the Court Hall and was asked why he was late. Raman explained to the
emperor that he had urgent personal business that had to be concluded. The dissatisfied emperor
continued with the day’s proceedings and for some exemplary on a tricky issue, the emperor was
very impressed with Raman’s counsel and announced a reward. The emperor asked him to
choose whatever he wanted for his reward. Raman promptly told him he wanted 100 lashes.
“Lashes?” questioned the stunned emperor. The courtiers were equally aghast. Raman insisted
and the emperor had no choice but to order his ‘reward’.
Before the executioner began his reward Tenali Raman said, “Maharaja, I have made a
deal with some partners of mine that whatever I get, the first half will be given to my partners
with whom I had made the agreement this morning. Can you please give the first award to my
partners?” Intrigued, the emperor asked him to bring his ‘partners’ to the court. When the
guards came in, the emperor realised that Raman was telling him a strong message. The
morning’s incident came to light and the emperor gave suitable punishment to the guards.
This is the story.
But the moral of the story is that leaders cannot be blind to what is happening in their
office and wait for an event to happen. Close monitoring is an intrinsic part of a manager’s job at
every level.
Is corruption a factor in India only?
Let us look at the following statistics









Accused of ensnared politicians and business leaders from 11 countries, ranging from
Brazil to Peru.
Former Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak is being investigated for misappropriation
from the Malaysian strategic company, 1Malaysia Development Berhad (1MDB), which
he chaired.
2015, President Otto Pérez Molina of The World Bank estimates international bribery
exceeds US$1.5 trillion annually, or 2% of global GDP and ten times more than total
global aid funds.
In 2017, it further reported that globally one in four people had paid bribes in the previous
12 months to access a public service. Nearly 57% of people around the world felt their
governments were doing badly to fight corruption.
If developing countries can control corruption and enforce the rule of law, the World
Bank estimates per capita income could increase fourfold over the long term. On average,
the business sector could grow 3% faster.
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Transparency International estimates Indonesia’s former president Suharto siphoned
off anywhere from $15 billion to $35 billion.
The Philippines’ Ferdinand Marcos, Mobutu Sese Seko of Zaire and Sani Abacha of
Nigeria may have embezzled $5 billion each.
Brazil’s greatest corruption scandal, codenamed Lava Jato (carwash), unearthed a vast
and extraordinarily complex web of corruption involving Petrobras, Brazil’s national oil
company, Guatemala was forced to resign after Congress stripped him of immunity
because of his alleged role in a huge corruption scheme involving its national customs
service.
In South Africa, the ruling African National Congress this year sacked President Jacob
Zuma, who has been charged with corruption.
In 2017, South Korea impeached its president, Park Geun-hye, for bribery and other
charges. In 2018, she was convicted of abuse of power, coercion and bribery and
jailed for 24 years.
Former US President Trump’s Campaign Manager, Paul Manafort. He has been indicted
on eight tax and bank fraud charges, with more charges yet to be judged. Trump’s
personal lawyer, Michael Cohen, has pleaded guilty to eight violations of banking, tax
and campaign finance laws.

These are not just numbers but examples that go to show corruption is a malaise that has
spread far and wide across continents. But we need not worry about the spread. What we need
to do is to work on rooting out corruption within our sphere of influence. As Gandhiji said,
the world has enough for everyone’s need, but not enough for anyone’s greed.
Is corruption a modern phenomenon?
References to corruption are there in most ancient of scriptures, literature and inscriptions.
Look at the following records.










The First Dynasty (3100–2700 BC) of ancient Egypt noted corruption in its judiciary
In a similar vein, Greek historian Herodotus notes the Alcmaeonid family bribed the
Oracle of Delphi priestesses, one of the most powerful mystical forces of ancient Greek.
Dating back to 1400 BC
The text that provides an elaborate description of the menace is the Arthashastra of
Kautilya.
The Arthashastra of Kautilya thus shows that the ancient system of governance and
administration was quite contemporary in operational guidelines when dealing with
corruption.
The Chola’s had elaborate and democratic system to combat corruption, nepotism and
concentration of power seen from their inscription in Uthiramerur.
Allauddin Khilji had introduced several reforms to weed out corruption.
Aurangzeb was accused of corruption by his brother which resulted in change in the
course of Indian history.
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All this go to prove that corruption has existed from the time humans got organised into a
society.
Can nothing be done about getting rid of corruption?
Anti-corruption activities have been as much prevalent as corruption across time and
geographies. Just as an example, the initiatives outlined by Arthashastra regarding corruption are
outlined here.
















Arthashastra provides a comprehensive list of 40 kinds of embezzlement.
IT prescribes a process of enquiry where the concerned functionaries such as the
Treasurer (Nidhayaka), the Prescriber (Nibandhaka), the Receiver (Pratigrahaka), the
Payer (Dayak), the person who caused the payment (Dapaka) and the ministerial
servants (Mantri-Vaiyavrityakara) were to be separately interrogated.
In case any of these officials lie, their punishment was enhanced to the level meted out to
the chief officer (Yukta) mainly responsible for the crime.
After the enquiry, a public proclamation (Prachara) was to be made asking the common
people to claim compensation in case they were aggrieved and suffered from the
embezzlement thus carrying the cases of fraud to their logical conclusion.
Regarding judicial administration it prescribes imposition of varying degrees of fines on
judges trying to proceed with a trial without evidence, or unjustly maintaining silence, or
threatening, defaming or abusing the complainants, arbitrarily dismissing responses
provided to questions raised, unnecessarily delaying the trial or giving unjust
punishments.
It prescribes elaborate espionage network for detecting financial misappropriation and
judicial impropriety. Spies were recruited for their honesty and good conduct.
They were to keep a watch even over the activities of accountants and clerks for reporting
cases of fabrication of accounts (Avastara).
On successful detection of embezzlement cases, Kautilya advocated hefty fines to be
imposed apart from the confiscation of ill-earned hordes. If a functionary was charged and
proved even of a single offence, he was made answerable for all other associated offences
related to the case.
Kautilya recommended proactive laying down traps to catch public functionaries with
inclination to resort to bribery or undue favour through informal channels and if trapped
to pronounce judgments favouring their party in return for a payment, prosecuted
accordingly.
Interestingly, Kautilya also dealt with the concept of whistle-blowers. (Suchaka) who
provided details about financial wrongdoing whom was entitled an award of one-sixth of
the amount in question. For a government servant (Bhritaka), it was to be only one twelfth
of the amount.
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Kautilya argued for advertising the honest and dedicated efforts of the superintendents by
giving rewards and promotions. Bestowing public honour creates a sense of pride and
boosts the motivation and morale of honest officials. They act as role models for ideal
youngsters who wish to join the administration and serve the state.
Kautilya also favoured the periodic transfer of government servants from one place to
another so as not to give enough time to pick holes in the system and manipulate it to their
advantage.
Kautilya favoured “dispensing with (the service of too many) government servants not
only because of the reduction in expenditure on salary but rightsizing the bureaucracy also
results in faster decision making and reduces the scope for bribery in particular and
corruption in general.
Kautilya also talked about an intra-departmental, self-scrutinizing mechanism under the
headship of chief officer (Adhikarna) to detect and deter imminent cases of corruption.

All the above sound very contemporary and seem to be the framework of the current
Vigilance Management system, doesn’t it?
As Individuals, am I not too small to prevent corruption?
Every individual matters. We each have our zone of action and zone of influence within
which we can act for betterment of life. We can follow the single adage of Gandhiji.
Be the change we want to see in the world.
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Simple Self check
- Shri Delson Joseph
Dy.FA&CAO, ICF


Upgrade knowledge - Update Rules.



Adhere to principles of natural justice to avoid injustice.



Reflect Transparency and replicate hard work.



Corruption corrodes character but Honesty upholds personality.



Make Honesty a habit more than an act



Follow Self discipline through Self consciousness.



Take diversion from Rule deviation.



Greased palms end in creased life.



Probity in public life ensures prosperity in personal life.



Peace prevails when Integrity is practiced.
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ERP versus Home-grown IT systems
-

Shri. S.T.Anbu Marphan
EDPM, ICF

Any organization would aim to achieve a competitive advantage among their
competitors and gain customer satisfaction. This goal is achieved through the adoption of the
latest trends of information technology (IT).
The trends include using mobile and web based solutions, biometric authentication, cloud
computing, implementing a modern ERP solution and so on.
Indian Railways have always been keen in the objective of using Information Technology
for the benefit of its operations. The Railway budget 2007-08 proposed for a manifold increase in
investment in IT to increase earnings, ensure effective utilization of human and physical
resources and facilitate long-term policy decisions. It proposed a time bound implementation of
ERP package for workshops, production units and select Zonal railways.
Journal of Enterprise Resource Planning Studies 2 thoroughly. There has not been a
model provided for companies wishing to evaluate the benefits of using ERP systems over
the cloud. Trimi et al. (2005) stated that organizations adopting ERP systems face a lot of
challenges, e.g., change management, costs related to cost of infrastructure, software
licenses, consultant fees, in-house staff time, operating costs and user training costs.
The aim of this paper is to establish a framework for comparison between in-house versus
in-cloud ERP systems and hence used by companies to make selection decisions. The
importance of this topic lies within the widespread use of in-house ERP systems among
companies, while the in-cloud ERP systems might be a better solution for some businesses
like for example the case of small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs). This paper is trying
to answer the following research question:
“What are the differences between implementing in-house ERP versus in-cloud
systems with focus on benefits realizations? Benefits means user friendliness, less cost and
less time”.
ERP Systems
ERPs are most commonly defined as information systems that provide total integration of
all key business activities, and automatically update new information into a single data
repository accessible by all business functions, to allow coordination of all the business
activities (manufacturing, purchasing, production planning, sales, accounting, etc) which
add value to the business process operations.
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ERPs are most commonly defined as information systems that provide total
integration of all key business activities, and automatically update new information into a
single data repository accessible by all business functions, to allow coordination of all the
business activities (manufacturing, purchasing, production planning, sales, accounting, etc.)
which add value to the business process operations.
There are two major reasons, why some organization would not opt for an ERP solution.
After evaluating the off-the-shelf software either they don’t like the price or don’t find the
business fit they were looking for. They generally go for a home grown solution developed by
internal employees or outsourcing to Software development firms.
And this worked for Indian Railways. They developed in-house solutions like IPAS,
IMMS, WAMS, FOIS, HRMS and so on. Originally few of these platforms were developed on
client-server architecture and later upgraded to Web based three tier technology.
However in most organizations, home-grown systems failed over a period of time owing
to the following reasons:
Out-of-date solution
Systems go out of date over a period of time due to evolution of requirements. The
systems developed with the then team and requirements become unpleasant now due to lack of
latest features/processes. Organizations loose competitive edge owing to out-of-date solutions.
Some package grew seriously out of date and compliance. The programming tools or
operating system became no longer supported. A key programming employee or consultant might
retire or move out of organization. The list can grow long, but the results were the same. The
home-grown system might become a costly project and the business was at risk if just one more
thing changed.
Lack of Integration
Home grown systems were developed originally as disjointed modules confining to an
area or department with no interfaces to the other areas of the business. Though later interfaces
are developed as bridge for data transfer they clearly lacked seamless integration. No access to
real-time data is possible and there will be poor collaboration.
Complex System change management
Changes to the system were always complicated and pose threat of halting the entire
organization activities. This has become more critical after manual operations are completely
changed to computers. Employees do not know how to perform activities manually and they
depend on computers and only computers.
12

Hence system developers/maintainers hesitate to entertain changes. They focus more onto
the successful operation of the running system and are reluctant for improvements. Often
requested changes cannot be done on the system owing to the fact that older design of the
solution is not compatible with the change request. Change requests demanding changes to the
fundamental design are not entertained.
While the base solution was developed with the old requirements, and having made
changes by adding patch codes then and there, the solution becomes unwieldy and cannot
entertain major changes.
Lack of improvements
While the developers hesitate to upgrade/change the system in order to meet the change
request, end users become accustomed to the delivered solution and stop demanding
improvements. For instance in the absence of integration among multiple systems, they use
spreadsheets to download data form one system, run local programs on data, and upload to other
system. This becomes standard practice, user is satisfied, his work is done, and no improvement
request originates from him.
ERP implementation
On the other hand, implementation of an ERP solution has its own implications. The
analysis of the costs associated with these implementations is highly important for
companies because usually ERP implementation projects are highly costly and normally
there are costs overruns. There are several cost-drivers related to ERP system implementation.
These drivers include licensing, hardware, software, training, human resources (HR), data
collection, data migration, etc. The agreement on cost of license fee with the ERP vendor is very
important. A win-win agreement is essential.
Most of the business processes are already in-built in popular ERP packages. Most
caution is recommended for using the standard solution by picking one among the many in-built
business processes and avoid tailoring them. Custom systems are not much different with the
home-grown solutions. Over time, the customization grows deeper and deeper. More products are
bolted on. But just like a home-grown system, a software demise begins.
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Public Interest Disclosure and Protection of Informers
(PIDPI) Resolution, 2004
Shri V.Swaminathan
Senior Vigilance Officer – I, ICF
‘The ultimate tragedy is not the oppression and cruelty by the bad people but the silence over
that by the good people’ – Martin Luther King Jr.
The term ‘whistle-blowing’ probably arises by analogy with the referee or umpire who
draws public attention to a foul in a game by blowing of the whistle which would alert the law
enforcement officers of danger. Even in Ancient India, the concept of ‘whistleblower’ was in
existence i.e. any informant (súchaka) who supplies information about embezzlement just under
perpetration shall, if he succeeds in proving it, get as reward one-sixth of the amount in question;
if he happens to be a government servant (bhritaka), he shall get for the same act one-twelfth of
the amount.” However, the multiple instances of threatening, harassment and even murder of
various whistle-blowers necessitated that a law should be framed to protect the whistle-blowers,
to facilitate the disclosure of information and uncover corruption in government organizations.
While hearing Writ Petition (C) No. 539/2003 regarding the murder of Shri Satyendra
Dubey, the question of suitable machinery for action on complaints from whistle-blowers arose.
It was decided by the Central Government that suitable machinery should be put in place for
acting on complaints from whistle-blowers i.e. to receive complaints relating to disclosure on
any allegation of corruption or willful misuse of discretion against any public servant, to inquire
or cause an inquiry into such disclosure and to provide adequate safeguard against victimization
of the person making such complaint.
Since ‘The Public Interest Disclosure and Protection of Informers (PIDPI) Bill, 2002, as
drafted by the Law Commission was still under examination by then, the Department of
Personnel & Training (DoPT), Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions passed
Resolution No.371/12/2002-AVD-III dated 21st April, 2004 [popularly known as ‘Whistle
Blowers’ Resolution] stating that the Central Government resolves as under:
a) The Central Vigilance Commission, as the Designated Authority, is authorized to receive
written complaints or disclosure on any allegation of corruption or of misuse of office by
any employee of the Central Government or of any Corporation established by or under
any Central Act, Government companies, societies or local authorities owned or
controlled by the Central Government.
b) CVC, if it deems fir, may call for further information or particulars from the persons
making the disclosure. If the complaint is anonymous, CVC shall not take any action in
the matter.
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c) Any public servant, other than those referred to clauses (a) to (d) of Article 33 of the
Constitution or any other person including any non-governmental organization, may make
a written disclosure to CVC.
d) After the receipt of the complaint, CVC, the Designated Authority, shall take the
following steps:
i)
ii)

iii)

iv)

CVC will ascertain from the complainant whether he was the person who made
the complaint or not.
The identity of the complainant will not be revealed unless the complainant
himself has made the details of the complaint either public or disclosed his
identity to any other office or authority.
After concealing the identity of the complainant, CVC shall make discreet
inquiries and if it is of the opinion that the matter requires to be investigated
further, shall officially seek comments/or explanation from the Head of the
Department of the concerned organization or office without disclosing the identity
of the informant and shall also request the concerned Head of the organization to
keep the identity of the informant secret, if for any reason, the concerned Head
comes to know the identity.
After obtaining the response of the concerned organization, if CVC is of the
opinion that the investigation reveal either misuse of office or substantiate
allegations of corruption, shall recommend appropriate action to the concerned
Government Department.

e) If any person is aggrieved by any action on the ground that he is being victimized due to
the fact that he had filed a complaint or disclosure, he may file an application before the
CVC seeking redress in the matter.
f) Either on the application of the complainant, or on the basis of the information gathered,
if the CVC is of the opinion that either the complainant or the witnesses need protection,
the CVC shall issue appropriate directions to the concerned Government authorities.
g) In case the CVC finds that complaint to be motivated or vexatious, the CVC shall be at
liberty to take appropriate steps.
h) In the event of the identity of the informant being disclosed in spite of the CVC’s
directions to the contrary, the CVC is authorized to initiate appropriate action as per
extant regulations against the person or agency making such disclosure.
Subsequently, DoPT, vide Resolution No.31/4/2013-AVD-III dated 14th August, 2013
announced that Chief Vigilance Officers of all the Ministries or Departments of the Government
of India are also authorized as the designated authority to receive written complaint or disclosure
on any allegation of corruption or misuse of office by any employee of that Ministry or
Department or of any Corporation established by or under any Central Act, Government
companies, societies or local authorities owned or controlled by the Central Government and
falling under the jurisdiction of that Ministry or the Department. The CVOs shall take up the
matter with the CVC for issuing appropriate directions to the Government authorities concerned
in respect (vi) above.
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Central Vigilance Commission has fixed that the time limit for CVOs of all organizations
to submit the investigation reports on PIDPI complaints is maximum of 12 weeks.
How to lodge Whistle Blower Complaints under PIDPI
The following aspects should be followed by the whistle-blowers while lodging
complaints under PIDPI:
a) Complaints should be sent via post only. Complaints received through emails, Complaint
Management Portal or any other electronic medium will not be entertained.
b) The complaint should be in a closed/secured envelope.
c) The envelope should be addressed to Secretary, Central Vigilance Commission and
should be super scribed ‘Complaint under The Public Interest Disclosure’. If the
envelope is not super scribed and closed, it will not be possible for the Commission to
protect the complainant and the complaint will be dealt as per the normal complaint
policy of the Commission.
d) The complainant should give his/her name and address in the beginning or end of the
complaint, so that the same can be masked while forwarding the same to the concerned
Department/Ministry, or in an attached letter.
e) The text of the complaint should be carefully drafted so as not to give any details or clue
as to his/her identity. However, the details of the complaint should be specific and
verifiable.
f) In order to protect the identity of the person, the Commission will not issue any
acknowledgement and the whistle-blowers are advised not to enter into any further
correspondence with the Commission in their own interest. If any further clarification is
required, the Commission will get in touch with the complainant.
g) Only complaints pertaining to employees of the Central Government or of any
corporation established by or under any Central Act, Government companies, societies or
local authorities owned or controlled by the Central Government fall under the
jurisdiction of the Commission. Personnel employed by the State Governments and
activities of the State Governments or its Corporations etc. will not come under the
purview of the Commission.
h) In order to protect identity of the person, the Commission will not issue any
acknowledgement and the whistle-blowers are advised not to enter into any further
correspondence with the Commission in their own interest.
i) Commission will not entertain anonymous/pseudonymous complaints.
j) The Commission can also take action against complainants making motivated/vexatious
complaints.
Whistle-blowers must note that, in order to make the Commission or any other designated
authority under the Resolution, to keep the identity of the complaint confidential, should know/
ensure that:
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a)
b)
c)
d)

The complaint is not sent in an open condition.
The complaint is not addressed/endorsed to several other authorities.
The complaint should not have already been taken up with other authorities.
Any information in the complaint has not been sought or obtained under the provisions of
Right to Information Act, 2005, by the complainant himself/herself.
e) The complainant should not have earlier taken up the issue with the Commission or the
designated authority concerned in the form an ordinary complaint under the normal
complaint handling policy.
f) Sending the complaints through email or seeking status or information regarding his/her
earlier PIDPI complaint by sending an email and thus making his/her identity public is in
violation of the provisions of PIDPI Resolution.
DoPT, vide O.M.No.371/4/2013-AVD-III dated 16.06.2014 has laid down the detailed
procedure for handling of complaints under the PIDPI Resolution by the Designated Authorities
in the Ministries/Departments of the Central Government.
Department of Posts, vide letter No.31-01/2021-PO dated 3rd March, 2021, issued
instructions to All Heads of Circles, for accepting envelopes, super scribed ‘Complaint under the
Public Interest Disclosure or PIDPI’, from the general public for registered or speed post without
insisting the name and complete address, including the mobile number and email address, of the
sender.
The Central Vigilance Commission has advised all organizations to give wide publicity to
the PIDPI Resolution and the guidelines issued by the Commission through the websites,
specially internet of the organizations, in-house journals, publications and also to organize
seminars / sensitization programmes, etc., to inculcate greater awareness so as to encourage
public and insiders to come forward and lodge / report information of corrupt practices or misuse
of office to the Central Vigilance Commission.
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GENERAL ANOMALIES IN PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
- Shri K. Sudalai Mani
Senior Vigilance Officer – II, ICF
Public procurement is at the interface of the public and private sectors, which requires
close co-operation between the two parties to achieve value for money. It also requires the sound
stewardship of public funds to reduce the risk of corrupt practices. Public procurement is also
increasingly considered a core element of accountability to the public on the way public funds are
managed.
There are many anomalies observed during various stages of public procurement. In this
regard, the Checklist emphasises on a preventive measure to avoid corruption and to enhance
integrity and public trust in procurement.
(A)

Administrative Approval
1. Works taken up without administrative approval and / or financial sanction.
2. Block estimates prepared without any basis and inadequate / inappropriate justification
for taking up the work.
3. Approval obtained from authorities who were not competent enough.

(B)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

(C)

Technical Sanction & Estimates
Technical sanction not obtained. Technical Sanction of same work in two contracts of the
same department / section.
Estimates prepared with inflated rates. Estimated rates derived by applying certain
arbitrary factors on previously awarded rates.
Estimated Rates worked out without proper market survey. No rate analysis or back-up
details for basis of rates prepared and attached with estimate.
Estimates prepared without detailed drawings or inappropriate quantities of items
resulting in large variation during execution.
Adhoc reduction of estimated cost in NIT published.
Reducing the cost of work or splitting the work to suit for approval at lower level.
Preparation of item with vague / contradictory description.
Inflated estimation resulting in excess payment to the contractor.
Framing lump-sum items without detailed and complete specification, resulting in
disputes during execution.

Pre-qualification (PQ) Criteria
1. Qualification criteria prepared to suit a particular bidder. Relaxation in pre-qualification
criteria to qualify certain agencies during evaluation.
2. Formulating new qualification criteria during evaluation for qualifying or disqualifying a
particular bidder.
3. Qualifying the bidder even though proof of similar work executed not available / attached.
4. Qualification of contractor without availability of copy of contract / work order and / or
completion certificate.
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5. Qualification of contractor without verification of documents submitted in support of PQ
criteria.
6. Disqualification of bid on criteria not notified in the tender and qualification of contractor
ignoring PQ criteria though stipulated in the tender.
7. Disqualification of bid even after fulfilling criteria as per tender.
8. Acceptance of unauthorized partnership deed and consideration of assets & credentials of
other contractor for qualification in the tender.
9. Repeated changes in the definition of similar work.
(D)

Tender Conditions
1. Conflicting tender conditions.
2. Bureau of Indian Standard (BIS) / other relevant codes not referred / mentioned wherever
required.
3. Providing completion period too long / too short than required.
4. Penalty clause not included or inadequately covered in service contracts.
5. Acceptance criteria not indicated in tender.
6. Vague condition about qualification of contractor’s staff resulting in deployment of
untrained staff or less qualified staff by the contractor in service contracts.
7. Minimum requirement of manpower and other resources not specified in the service
contracts.
8. Tests (if any) to be conducted or its frequency not mentioned in the tender.
9. List of materials or its quantities not matching with the conditions specified.
10. Not framing the proper clauses of recovery towards non-provision of specified resources
in the contract.
11. Recovery rate for non-return of surplus free / chargeable issue material not indicated.
12. Tax clauses not decided in consultation with finance.
13. Insurance clause not included.

(E)

Mode of Tender
1. Limited tenders issued to unregistered contractors.
2. Guidelines for issue of limited tender not followed.

(F)

Invitation & Publicity of tenders
1. Inviting tender without technical sanction.
2. Improper NIT (Notice Inviting Tender).
3. Selection of firms for inviting limited tenders not done as per defined/approved
procedures
4. Wide publicity of NIT in newspapers not done
5. Inadequate time for sale & submission of tender and issue of tender after closing of sale.

(G)

Tender Receipt and Opening
1. Acceptance of late tenders, Extension of date of sale / receipt of tender on invalid
reasons and / or to favour a particular bidder.
2. Tender opening committee members not signing documents. Corrections are not
authenticated during tender opening.
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3. Qualifying a bidder and opening his financial bid in anticipation of submitting a vital
document by the bidder at a later date and disqualifying the bidder for not submitting the
same document later.
(H)

Award of Work
1. Carelessness in preparing comparative statement. Consideration of tender with
inadequate / without Bid Security.
2. Improper identification of L-1 during evaluation or Rejection of L-1 bid on flimsy
grounds.
3. Negotiation with L-1 bidder without convincing reasons.
4. Deviating from approved agenda during negotiations.
5. Awarding of work without assessing reasonability of rates.
6. Re-tendering on frivolous grounds.
7. Revising the estimated cost after opening of tender and during evaluation to justify the
offer which is above the estimated cost.
8. Agreement signed back dated or Agreement not signed by competent authority.
9. Agreement papers not bound and serially numbered.
10. Original agreement not containing the original bid and documents.

(I)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
(J)

Post Contract Modifications
Revising the specification after award of work without considering financial implications.
Revision of terms of payments and advances.
Awarding new work as additional work / variation in existing contract.
Cancellation of part item / work to benefit the contractor.
Substitution / deletion items unfavourable to contractor.

Execution of Contract
1. Payment of interest free advance without contract provision.
2. Advance payments not adjusted timely.
3. Non – verification of bank guarantee. Bank guarantee bond not renewed / extended.
4. Delay in recovery of security deposit or delay in obtaining performance guarantee.
5. Change of brand during execution without justification and no reduction in rates for use
of cheaper brand.
6. Deployment of less qualified / experienced staff by the contractor than specified in tender.
7. Falsified conversion of cost of manpower into inflated quantity of items.
8. Detailed measurements not entered in Measurement Book (MB) / Work Contract
Management System (WCMS). Only abstract measurements are entered & paid.
9. Test Check of measurement not done by senior officers.
10. Material issue / receipt register not maintained properly in sectional stores for accounting
of material issued to the contractor.
11. Receipt and consumption register is not maintained for materials like cement, steel, paint,
chemicals etc. Material consumption not verified intermittently.
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12. Non-issue / delay in issue of completion certificate. Issuing completion certificate without
mentioning of contract value, actual value of work done, penalty levied and work order
number.
13. Issue of part completion certificate, though not stipulated in contract. Non-compliance of
insurance clause.
14. Insurance policies / BGs not obtained for specified period as per tender clause
15. Workmen compensation policy taken for less number of workers / less monthly wages.
16. Attendance measurement records for manpower supplied by the Contractor not
maintained properly (for works related to manpower supply).
17. Testing Laboratory not set-up as per contract and testing done by the departmental
facilities without recovering testing charges.
18. Not ensuring the deployment of minimum manpower and not imposing penalty for short
deployment as per contract.
19. Quality test certification entrusted to the contractor staff.
20. Hindrances Register not considered while granting time extensions and quantifying
delays. Also other factors not recorded as hindrances considered for such extensions.
21. The family member working with the contractor without any intimation to the
administration.
22. Payment released for absent days on manpower supply contract or Payment released for
work not done or for incomplete work.
23. Extra item prepared & paid without justification.
24. Execution & payment of work not in the scope of contract. Payment of earlier work done
in a contract, awarded at a later date.
25. Payment of same work in two contracts.
26. Payment of non-admissible taxes in violation of contract.
27. Mixing of contractor’s personnel with departmental staff for various works thereby
resulting in duplicate payments.
28. Payment for working of contractor’s staff on Sundays and other holidays without their
working on these days and against contract stipulations.
29. Payment to the contractor without checking time schedule of his personnel.
30. Non-recording of measurements in manpower based contracts.
(K)

Others
1. Non-retention of Measurement books as per prescribed retention period.
2. Approvals from authorities without checking their competency for such approval, as per
delegation of powers.
3. Wrong application of ‘Force Majeure’ Clause of GCC to benefit the contractor.
4. Returning the demand draft on the same day of auction without en-cashing the same.
5. Not recording in & out time of the contractors’ employees at the Main Gate.

The provisions/points given in this article may be considered at different relevant stages.
This may not be the complete list but such list check points will always include above items.
Approving authorities can further add check points relevant to their requirements.
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Work Ethics
- Shri M.Radhakrishnan
Deputy Secretary to GM, ICF

Independent India is made up of myriad religious and cultural practices. “Work is
worship” is practiced by all religions alike. Spirituality is empowered by habits which come alive
in work environment. The conscious thought that the government is accountable for public
money keeps a self-check on the public servants and their work process.
Ethics refer to how people ought to behave between the boundaries of right and wrong
within the extent of their accountability. People define an organization and an organization
defines its people. Hence work culture has to be improved and transparency brought about by
cleansing the existing system, to ensure that work ethics is practiced in full.
Transparency
Transparency implies openness, communication and accountability. Working towards a
culture where empowered government employees are open and public are kept informed of
expenditure, is a powerful weapon against corruption. Transparency can prevent opportunities
for corruption and lead to high standards of work ethics and integrity. Through public financial
accountability and transparency, we can prevent inefficiency, wastage and pilferage.
Simplification of government procedures deters the occurrence of moral lapses and inefficiency.
Honesty
Money is the root cause of all evil and greed makes man blind. Gratitude for the job and
contentment in what one has will prevent search for inappropriate gratification. Honesty and
Integrity goes hand in hand in any governance. If these are nurtured as a self made habit, the
professional life of an employee will prosper. Stolen waters are sweet and bread eaten in secret is
pleasant. But one fails to realize that this is only temporary. Fruits of hard work can be enjoyed
permanently in peace and pride.
Elimination of Lethargy
If one works hard and stays disciplined, laurels will embrace him naturally and certainly.
Lack of interest towards work should be termed as unethical, as this may lead to dishonesty. If
focus in Railways is shifted to prompt execution of work, corruption can be avoided to a great
extent. E-office, e-procurement, digitalization through HRMS are ways adopted by railways for
quick disposal and eradicating corruption.
Attitude transformation
A bad attitude is like a flat tyre, one can’t go anywhere until it is changed. Corrupt
behavioral thoughts that happen to employees are largely due to de-motivation and
discouragement. Such holes in the emotional and mental state of employees need to be identified
and plugged for ensuring corrupt free practices and better performance.
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Aptitude Enhancement
Even if an employee has a good aptitude, ignorance of updated rules can easily make an
employee commit irregularities at work. This should be avoided by consistently updating rules
and procedures on the public domain to inculcate greater awareness of the pitfalls that need to be
steered clear of.
Work ethics – in practice
Ethics can be broadly defined as an unwritten code of moral practices. Work ethics in a
government setup relates to execution of duties and responsibilities with utmost sincerity for the
public welfare within the policies and guidelines framed by the government.
In most situations, both work ethics and individual ethics are central and inherent to the
functioning of the organization. In such a scenario, is it possible to separate “work ethics” and
“individual ethics”? It is not feasible to separate a person's identity on and off duty.
Sometimes, an individual tends to wrongly predict his own behavior, assuming that his
actions are more ethical. In reality, this ethical superiority actually makes him err in ethical
judgment resulting in non-fulfillment of his own ethical obligation.
Work ethical issues, if not curbed in time, may have a devastating effect on the
organization thereby damaging its reputation and also have a telling effect on its workers.
Empathetic approach
“Customer is the most important visitor on our premises. He is not dependent on us. We
are dependent on him” said Mahatma Gandhi. One has to stay focused on the fact that Railways
have an obligation towards the public and compassionate dealing with public is most essential in
today’s world. Good relations with customers and vendors lead to an enhanced reputation,
improved image of Railways in the public eye and will help to achieve self reliance with
integrity.
So let us step up proactively and empathize with the customer in giving corrupt free
service, of course, without deviating the rules and policies framed by the Government.
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WHY VIGILANCE?
-

Shri G.V.Venkatesan
Sr.PRO/ICF

The Name
According to Oxford dictionary of English, the word ‘Vigilance’ means “great care that is
taken to notice any signs of danger or trouble”. Yes, that’s the real meaning of vigilance. But,
nowadays, the word vigilance is associated with the restricted meaning of anti-corruption and is
one of the most hated and dreaded words in English, more so in Government offices.
Role of Vigilance
Before proceeding further, let us see the tradition role of vigilance and the present role of
vigilance in a Government organisation like Railways. The purpose of vigilance was to be alert
and see for any signs of any wrong doing which may likely to result in a loss either financial or
physical loss to the assets of the railway organisation. However, with the bigger role assumed by
RPF, the role of the Vigilance Branch has been restricted to financial losses only. So, the
vigilance organisation is now looking for any indications of chances of corruption or misuse of
power for personal gains.
Who fear vigilance?
As we discussed above, the people who use their position or post to make personal gains
are always have the fear for vigilance that they may get caught. The one who does not involve in
any such activity and is honest, is there any need for such a fear? No. As they say in Tamil
மடியில் கனம் வழியில் பயம் that means unless you carry something which is not yours that will
instill fear in you. So, if you have no burdens on your back, you can sit straight up with no fear.
Vigilance in personal life
Not only in official life, but also in personal and social life, one has to be vigilant. He has
to be vigilant and safeguard himself from the evil thoughts, evil association, etc. that may bring
temporary pleasures but perennial pains. So, when a person is straight forward and keep off
things that are prohibited, then, he can avoid any self-inflicted pains by being vigilant.
Be a vigilante
A person has to be vigilant not only for himself but also for the society. In short, he has to
be a vigilante. A vigilante is a member of a self-appointed group of citizens who undertake law
enforcement in their community without legal authority, typically because the legal agencies are
thought to be inadequate. Here, what I mean by the word ‘group’ is the society at large and the
official community where we work. So, a person’s duty does not end in just being careful not to
get indulged in proscribed things but also by playing the role of a vigilante and keeping an eye on
the wrong things that are happening around him and bring them to the knowledge of the
authorities concerned. Such people are locally mocked as stool pigeons or jasoos. Whatever the
name given to one, I feel that is the way a person can pay back to the society what he gets from it,
and he should not worry about the titles he is getting. This will also help the law enforcing
authorities to reduce their burdens to a great extent.
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So, not only the soldiers who are standing in the borders vigilant always keeping an eye
for enemy intrusions or a traffic police man who keeps his eyes open for any traffic violations, it
is the duty of every citizen to be vigilant and keep himself away from evil influences and also be
aware of the happenings around him to ensure that things are normal and moral.
The Duty
As we have seen above, it is the duty of each and every citizen of India to play a major
role to protect the moral, ethical and legal values either directly or indirectly. Compared to the
frontline warriors, our role is very limited and less burdensome. So, there is no reason why we
cannot play our role and pay our debt to the society.
The vigilance organisation
As mentioned in the beginning, just because the vigilance organisation is being dreaded
and hated by the wrong doers or the persons who are trying to chew more than they can bite or
what is their due. Like a karma yogi, the vigilance organisation is marching on and serving the
organisation directly and the Nation indirectly, without waiting for praise or worrying of the
brickbats. Hate me or hate me not, let me do my duty that is the tarak mantar of the vigilance
organisation.
Let us all contribute to the betterment of the Nation and play our role as a model and
moral citizen by supporting the vigilance organisation and ensure that the Nation is marching
forward in leaps and bounds.
Jai Hind !
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ROLE OF ACCOUNTS DEPT IN PLUGGING IN LEAKAGE OF REVENUE
– DISBURSEMENT OF PENSION BY PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS
-

Shri C.R.Parthasarathy
AFA/Sett/ICF

The role of Accounts Department in Indian Railways is not only to ensure correctness in
financial transactions of Railways, besides being the advisor and consultant to the
Administration, but also to keep a constant watch on those potential areas of leakage of revenue,
especially when budgetary support is coming down. As we all know, little drops of water makes a
mighty ocean. So leakage of revenue, though small it may be, has to be plugged in the initial
stages itself to avoid its recurrence culminating into a huge strain on exchequer, besides
impropriety. Leakage may be in any form or of any magnitude and very difficult to detect. But,
with thorough auditing and scrupulous checking, the leakages can be effectively reduced if not
wholly eliminated. Inspecting and auditing of the offices within Railways as well as other areas
outside is one of the effective tools to eliminate incidences of wrong payments, claims etc.
The one area where a major chunk of leakage of railway expenditure is involved outside
Railways’ day to day working is the Pension Payments. Thorough checks with due regard to
extant provisions are exercised in the Accounts Office for grant of pension and family pension to
the bona fide beneficiaries and the possibility of excess payments on this score is wholly avoided.
Nonetheless, Disbursal of Pension to the Pensioners/Family Pensioners is made through Public
Sector Banks. So, to ensure correct disbursal of pension in accordance with the PPOs issued, this
office undertakes regular inspection of banks and the concerned bank is advised for corrective
action and recovery of overpayments involved.
During the periodical inspections conducted by the Accounts Officers, it is seen that though
the pension payments made conform to the authorised level, still some incidences of
overpayments were also detected. It is also seen that the overpayments detected cover different
banks and many are due to the errors in fixing the dates of eligibility for additional quantum of
pensioners for age 80, 85, 95, 100 respectively, non-fixing of the cut-off date for enhanced family
pension, in granting FMA, non-recovery of commuted value of pension as per latest advices from
Accounts Offices. A few such cases where irregular payments noticed/detected and action taken
during the year 2020-21 are briefly listed below:
1. During the inspection of pension payments made by Union Bank of India, Avadi Branch,
it was noticed that the pensioner though not completed 80years of age, was given 20%
Additional Pension. The excess payment of pension paid to the pensioner was advised to
the Bank for recovery and the same has been ensured. (Approximate value Rs. 3,02,442/-)
2. On inspection at UCO Bank, ICF, Chennai-38 it was found that the family pensioner
being a railway pensioner herself was drawing double FMA both on her account and
family pension account. This was pointed out and the Bank was advised to stop FMA on
Family Pension account and recover the excess payment made. (Approximate value
Rs.89,310/-)
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3. Inspection of Canara Bank, Tiruvallur Branch revealed that a family pensioner was
allowed enhanced family pension beyond the authorised date and the bank advised to
effect recovery of the excess payment made to the family pensioner. (Approximate value
Rs. 71,232/-).
4. On a review of pensioner drawing pension at IOB, Villivakkam, Chennai-49, it was
noticed that though the family pensioner has not completed 80 years of age that she was
given 20% Additional Pension. The excess payment of Additional Pension paid to the
pensioner was advised to the Bank for recovery and the same has been ensured.
(Approximate value Rs. 29,112/-).
5. During the inspection at Canara Bank, Kilpauk, Chennai-10, it was detected that a family
pensioner, who was also an employee appointed on compassionate grounds, was
erroneously paid FMA and thus not eligible for FMA. The same was pointed out and the
Bank was advised to stop FMA on Family Pension account and recover the excess
payment made (Approximate value Rs. 85,310/-).
6. On review of a Pensioner drawing pension at Indian Bank, Anna Nagar, Chennai-40, it
was noticed while the commutation amount to be recovered was Rs.4492/-, the bank was
recovering only Rs. 2388/-. The Bank was asked to recover the overpayment and regulate
the pension. (Approximate value Rs. 2,04,088/-).
The cases listed above are just illustrative and give us an idea of how the lapses occur in
Banks owing to rendering errors, manual interventions, differences and inconsistencies in
procedures followed in at respective paying units. So, the pension payments are delinked from
local units and are processed through Centralised Pension Processing Cells of the respective
banks. At the risk of sounding pompous, it can be said, the findings of the Railway Accounts
Department have contributed for the above procedural improvement.
Systemic improvements have been made in Indian Railways for Pension authorising by
way of modules like ARPAN and initial processing through web based HRMS/IPAS etc., which
will ensure better and desired results.
Introduction of online/web based processing i.e IPAS/HRMS for Pay Roll, Pension,
Stores Suppliers bills, Contractor and other bills, has replaced manual bill processing. This
provides for day to day monitoring by all concerned and also ensures greater transparency and
prompt disposal.
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SELF- RELIANT CHILDREN- FUTURE OF THE NATION.
Smt.K.U. Radhika Shyam
- Ch.OS/GM office.
Man is made by his belief
As he believes, so is he.
In this present scenario of titanic challenges, the concept of Self- Reliance gains greater
significance. Being self -reliant is presented to be the ability to take control over one’s -life, being
motivated from within and being able to take care of one- self. The seeds of self- reliance is to be
sown when a child is at a young age so it can develop as the child grows older. One can embrace
welcoming input from however young an age.
‘We cannot make people good by acts of parliament” These words of our late President
Dr. Radhakrishnan are thought provoking. Just like so many important virtues, this illustrious
trait of Self- reliance also begins from home .The spark is ignited here and is made to glow
brighter in educational institutions and other future endeavors. Parents are role models for every
child. Self -reliance is not something that a child can gain on their own. They have neither the
perspective nor experience to develop this skill. It is a boon parents have to gift the little ones
with, a blessing to make them feel good about themselves, an attribute that they will cherish and
benefit in the years to come.
The first and foremost duty of a parent is to make some time exclusively for the child
every day. In these days of both working parents, Nuclear families and single child norm, this
becomes a herculean task. But it is of paramount importance, since this will convey to the young
ones that he or she is important. The quantity of time spent is not as important as the quality of
time given to them free from the distraction of phone calls, TV serials etc. Listening to the
youngster by giving them a patient hearing till they come out with their core problem or situation,
their ambitions, aspirations, hopes and fears conveys a sense of security and well- being to the
children.
Initially, a harmonious structure is to be provided for the children in the form of
Boundaries, expectations and consequences. Then as they grow, the role changes to placing the
onus for their lives on their shoulders. Boundaries act as guidelines for the children and help
them learn social skills. These boundaries help youngsters in building self- control and enable
them to set limits for themselves.
The importance of responsibilities is to be instructed. Both the parent and the child should
have a clear understanding of each other’s responsibilities, of what is expected of each other.
Slowly this concept is to be expanded to include other people who will have responsibilities in
the children’s lives- siblings, relatives, teachers, neighbors, friends etc.
Children should be allowed to do his/her tasks independently. They should be introduced
to house hold chores, to maintain their personal room /belongings in a tidy manner, to
systematically comply to his academic demands, to patiently comprehend and handle situations,
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to judiciously manage finance. It is intriguing to observe how animals and birds train their little
ones to become self- reliant. The day they are able to move around, the parent teaches them some
basic activities that are required for its survival and then leaves them to fend for themselves.
Nature indeed is our true teacher- It shows us that Children should be guided not carried; they
should be loved not pampered. In the words of Mr. Emerson self- Reliance is to “follow his
own conscience and do his own thing”.
Having entrusted with responsibilities, Youngsters are to be made accountable for non
fulfillment of responsibilities. This is a critical part of becoming self- reliant – discouraging the
habit of blaming outside factors for their failure thereby upgrading one self. As Shri A.P.J. Abdul
Kalam says “…Self respect comes from Self –reliance.”
A child should not be judged too often. No human being likes to be constantly criticized
for his or her decisions or actions. Tell the child that it is okay to make mistakes but they have to
learn from them. A child who avoids taking decisions for fear of making a mistake will grow up
into an indecisive individual, never daring to do anything new.
“Man is his own star- Trust thyself” as the child grows, he/she should be encouraged
explore overcome fear. They should not be forced to do things that they are not good at. This
will end in frustration and loosing their self confidence. Identify the things the child is capable of
.Present them with significant choices, these choices should be both positive and acceptable, the
pros and cons defined. They should be made to understand that the road to true success is long
and winding and under no circumstances should short cuts be taken to achieve their goals.
Love and respect are the keys words for molding of character and Encouragement- a pat
on the back at the right moment will infuse the positive vibration of self confidence in the child.
A self –reliant child grows up to be an independent, enterprising, resolute, resilient,
capable individual, who has good control over his emotions, behavior, interpersonal relationships
and his day to day activities. He accepts the world as it is and uses his own powers of initiative
skill and hard work to achieve what he finds important. Such an individual is an asset not only to
his family but to the entire nation. In a nation “Where the Mind is without fear and the head is
held High…. ,“ the clear stream of reason will not loose its way in the dreary desert sand of dead
habits, but will surely achieve that ”Heaven of Freedom.”
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Importance of Ethical Values
- Shri M. Subramanian
Ch.S & WI, PB/Shell/ICF
It is said that Charity begins at home, similarly chastity to begins at home, because we at
our homes start corrupting our children right from their childhood days. If your complete the
meal quickly you will be given a chocolate or a toy which another form of corruption. Instead we
should reiterate the value of time and money which shall imbibed in their minds and this will be
deep rooted in their minds and they shall be worthy citizens of this nation.
The present day situation is a creation of the erosion of ethical values. Moral Science
involving children in schools and teaching them moral values thus making them sinewy ethically
will help in grooming them into worthy citizens who shall bring laurels to the family and the
society.
Know you is knowhow, i.e., giving the citizens what they want before what they ask for
will help in involvement of the public in nation building and they shall produce more than what
they consume and give more than what they take. Public participation is the prime requisite for
this education plays a pivotal role.
In every nation, three departments play an important role than any other department (i)
Health & Family Welfare (ii) Roads (iii) Education. Now let us analyze the three one by one.
Health & Family Welfare
Good nutrition fosters good thoughts and good thoughts will ensure good action. A
healthy mind produces a healthy person and who will always ensure that good energy vibrates
around him and he will be morally sound and will be a torch bearer of truth and integrity and thus
will be good leader who will ensure that ethics takes the driver’s seat and will imbue confidence
in the public who will always follow their leader and always take the straight path for enjoying
the services offered by the Government and will brook no non sense. This will instill a moral fear
in the minds of the public servants and act as a deterrent against corruption.
Education for all
Education opens the door for success and also creates awareness among the citizens and
also empowers them by knowing their legitimate rights and privileges and they can avail them
rather demand for them. They can spread the awareness in the society and this makes the society
a responsible one and helps in the government in fulfilling its social responsibility. This will help
in citizens get things whatever is due for them in pen and paper. Empowerment eradicates
corruption.
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Good Roads
Access is key to everything be it education, hospital etc., which means laying of roads
that last long will be key to the development of villages which will attract investment in the
villages which will bring direct development. This will create employment and migration of
population to urban areas will be under check. If you get what you want at your door step all your
priorities change and will help in building a very strong infrastructure that will go a long way in
nation building creating educational institutes, job opportunities, health care, entertainment and a
holistic development ie.,




Reform public administration and finance management. ...
Promote transparency and access to information
Empower citizens....

This will promote a conducive atmosphere where the administration and the citizens will
work in tandem to promote a perfect harmony in building a strong nation. Thus, addressing
corruption by building effective institutions with the clear objective of developing a competent
civil service that takes pride in being independent of both private influence and public
interference.
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White Reflections
O Man! here comes few points to ponder
Whilst it’s time to look up yonder
Be cautious lest desires wander
Deceiving the heart to embrace corruption fonder.
Has telling lies ever yielded a telling life?
Can anyone lead when he himself is misled?
Have you not learnt life lessons show?
Man reaps in return what he plants and sow
Better is little income earned truthfully
Than vast riches accumulated treacherously
Bread gained by deceit seems sweet for the present
But hard earned gruel surely supplies for the distant.
So, hear ye dear sons of the soil!
Do not permit your peace to spoil,
May you heartily and honestly toil
Persuading scales of dishonesty to foil
Find virtue in leading a virtuous life
And pleasure in practicing probity in life
Integrity of the upright shall guide
When by the truth he is keen to abideLaying all besotting vices aside,
Where transparency arrives there’s nothing to hide.
May Oh man no fear of woe betide you!
With honor and dignity beside you,
Standing tall with head held in pride
May you walk upright with peace inside .
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Smt. Jaissy Delson
Chief OS/PB, ICF

LIGHT AND DARKNESS
-

Smt Emy Florence W
DMS/Stores/ICF

When a faultless baby starts walking the roads of childhood, an instance arises when the
child reaches out to do something that shouldn’t be done. Where does the child do it? In light
before the full view of others or in darkness where no one would know? When does a thief plan
to steal, in broad daylight or in the dead of night? An easy example is when we take the statistics
of crime done during day and the night.
It is interesting to note that there is an inclination to be right in the light. There is always
an inner battle in a person for a choice that lies before them, on one side stands right and on the
other the wrong. The wrong is so common that the right is in the corner. The darkness is
everywhere and the light is not enough to expel the darkness that surrounds it. If light is
encouraged, it will shine and if darkness is embraced dimness will follow. As the battle goes on,
which will win?
Presence of darkness cannot keep away light but presence of light expels darkness!
Presence of evil cannot keep goodness away while the presence of good keeps evil at bay.
BRING TO LIGHT:

What does light do? It exposes whatever is present. For example, when we switch on the
light in our houses we can see all that is there, in contrast if the lights are switched off, what we
perceive as darkness still exists but is not seen by us. In the same way, there are things that only
expose what happens in dim light, which in turn helps people be more vigilant.
Let’s take for example, the biometric system of attendance. What did it do? It simply
showed the time we stepped in. Has the biometric system ever scolded us, threatened us or told
us we’d be jailed? No, it simply showed the time. And what was the result, all of us who
previously did not come on time, came on time. Another example is digital movement of files
using e office, where no one can say anything that contradicts the truth because the truth is
exposed as details and information.
If we are able to have some things that BRING TO LIGHT, we can expel darkness. For
instance, a confrontation is better than discussing an issue behind closed doors.“Faithful are the
wounds of a friend” and when we wound someone to correct them we are being faithful to them
and to the society at large. We are only called to be the light that brings to light and not to accuse
or demean.
IGNITE THE LIGHT - THE FIRST STEP:

“The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. Watch your step.” So the first
step towards light is important. Haven’t we heard, in the first few months of a person’s career, it
is easy to distinguish what they stand for.
The first time someone is enticed with money, offers or the like, a strong NO is the first
step. Having a witness can be greatly helpful in the long run. The witness here plays a huge role
friend, a family member or a reliable co worker could be absolutely important to maintain
accountability. The first steps that are taken lightly are actually the enlightening moments that
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shape life. Direct encounter and exposure furnishes freedom to the one who brings to light and
embarrasses the one that wanted to have things done in a dark manner. On the other hand, if the
matter is unexposed it gives an edge over to darkness. Though darkness cannot hide light, it
covers it. As much as the first step is hard, it is the foundation of a character and character leads
to destiny. On the other hand if the first step is in the wrong direction then there’s darkness
trailing behind.
KINDLE THE LIGHT:

A word that penetrates, knowledge that exposes does what a spark does to a fire. Like a
flame that ignites a candle there could be a change that happens in the most natural way. It’s not
always that people stay in a ditch, they tend to come out but they do so only when they realize
that the ditch is dirty and choose to leave. (It could even be when they read this write up ;)!
The story goes this way, a sheep and a pig fell into a pit of dirt. Both knew it was dirty
and wanted to come out of it, they succeeded and came out of it. Guess what, the pig fell into the
pit all over again while the sheep neatly cleaned itself and went on following the shepherd. So
even if someone has taken the first step wrongly, there is hope for them to rethink their ways,
confess,confide and follow the light. That is, if they are like the sheep. And as people of a society
we must brace them with love as they come up and want to change. This can be encouraged in all
possible ways as we look forward to a better India and dream of being corruption free. It is quite
sad to note that many don’t really come to the light because they are not comfortable or feel like
they don’t belong there. Let’s widen our arms when they come into the fold.
KEEP THE FLAME GLOWING:

To keep the fire burning is not as difficult as starting the fire, but it requires effort. It’s
great to have set the right boundaries, to have said a no at the right time, to establish one’s
character as Honest, etc., yet, there are snares for living in the light everyday and every day needs
a fresh strength to keep being honest and hard working. The best that can be done is to spread the
light and to light everyone around. To be like the fire, that gives warmth around and if needed
also burns unwanted stuff to ashes.
SHINE:

One common issue that we find is that people don’t find any “use” in being right, in being
in the light or the like. It seems that the ones in darkness seem to have the time of their life, have
all the fun in the world, and the money. As sarcastic as we think it is, they live in the dark, there
is no peace for a person who sleeps with dark (black) money or anything dark. Their end may not
be seen but there will be an end for sure, for “A man reaps what he sows”.
The honest ones often do not have a problem when they are checked, in trial, or under an
inspection because they are confident as to what they are. There is no place for fear. When there’s
a surprise check for late comers, everyone else may panic and set off an half hour earlier while
the ones who are usually on time have nothing to fear or change. Those who live in the light have
no fear while fear grips the ones that live in darkness. Their reward is peace even as they shine,
like stars, or may be just like a candle, but that doesn’t matter anyway. What matters is that they
are with the light.
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ICF VIGILANCE CASE STUDIES
Case Study - 1 : Fraudulent claim of ‘On Duty’
One Senior Section Engineer (SSE) was deputed to Kolkata for assessment of capacity
and capability of three firms as a part of the Vendor approval process. His tour programme was
approved by the competent authority for ‘On Duty’ from 08.07.2019 to 15.07.2019.
Accordingly, his absence of 8 days from 08.07.2019 to 15.07.2019 was treated as ‘On Duty’ in
the biometric attendance.
When Vigilance investigated a complaint on the assessment done on one of the three
firms, the SSE informed that he travelled by Train on reservations made by him on 04.07.2019
with his Duty Card Pass. As per the entries in the DCP, the travel details were as follows:
Date
08.07.2019
13.07.2019

Train No.
12840
12839

From
MAS
HWH

To
HWH
MAS

With the assistance of Commercial Branch of SR and SCR, the reservation charts and
Exceptional Data Report (EDR) as per the above travel details were obtained and on verification
it was found that the SSE did not travel by train as per the reservations made by him on both
ways. On further interrogation, he admitted that he travelled by air both ways and submitted the
copies of air tickets to Vigilance. As per the air tickets submitted by him, his travel details were
as follows:
Date
09.07.2019
12.07.2019

Flight No.
6E 797
6E 534

From
Chennai
Kolkata

To
Kolkata
Chennai

Departure
07.55
18.20

Arrival
10.15
20.45

PNR
NMG68H

Vigilance verified the proof of online payments made by him for the above air travel and
confirmed that the airfare was not borne by the firm(s) as suspected.
His biometric attendance report for the month of July, 2019 was verified and found that
he attended duty on 08.07.2020 and was marked on duty from 09.07.2019 to 15.07.2019.
Vigilance concluded the investigation with the findings that the employee returned to
Chennai on 12.07.2019 evening itself but did not attend Office on 13-15 July, 2020, the
attendance for the period of which was already approved as ‘On Duty’ and thus claimed full pay
and allowances.
Based on the advice of Vigilance Minor Penalty proceedings were initiated against him
departmentally and was imposed with the penalty of withholding of one set of privilege pass for
the year 2020. He was also instructed by the Disciplinary Authority to apply for leave for three
days from 13.07.2019 to 15.07.2019.
Be that as it may, ICF Vigilance found that, based on his recommendations after field
inspection, all the three firms were included in the Vendor Directory. However, in the case of
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one firm, ICF Vigilance found that, as per the Certificate issued by the Pollution Control Board
of the State Government concerned, that the said firm was not permitted to operate furnace,
without which manufacturing the item to be supplied to ICF is not feasible at all. The denial of
permission by the Pollution Control Board recorded by it at the bottom of the Certificate was
conveniently and intentionally omitted in the Xerox copy submitted by the firm. The SSE failed
to verify the copy of the certificate with the original while inspecting the documents.
Moreover, the firm was not in possession of valid factory license under the Factories Act
and also as per the Factory Rules of the State Government concerned. This aspect was also not
covered by the SSE in his report but recommended the firm for inclusion in the Vendor
Directory.
Based on the advice of the Vigilance, the firm was de-listed from the Vendor Directory,
after issuing Show Cause Notice. Major Penalty disciplinary proceedings were initiated against
the SSE and he was imposed with the penalty of reduction to lower stage by TWO stages in
Level-8 for a period of TWO years, without cumulative effect.

Case Study – 2 : Irregular sanction of family pension
An employee of ICF died while in service on 06.08.1969. At that time family pension
rules were not in force. However, when Family Pension Scheme was introduced subsequently,
the widow opted for the same and was sanctioned family pension w.e.f. 07.08.1969. While in
receipt of family pension, the widow informed ICF administration to include her widow daughter
M. Chandrika in the pension records for family pension at a future date. After the death of the
widow of late employee on 14.07.2009, M. Chandrika, widow daughter applied for family
pension and the same was sanctioned to her w.e.f. 15.07.2009. She is still receiving the family
pension through Canara Bank, Palghat Branch, Kerala.
Source information was received by ICF Vigilance that M. Chandrika is already in receipt
of another family pension from the Kerala State Government. ICF Vigilance verified that M.
Chandrika, while claiming the family pension from ICF, submitted a copy of Income Certificate
issued by Tahsildar, Chittur Taluk, Kerala to declare that she has no other source of income. No
additional details were available to Vigilance to investigate the allegation.
Since M. Chandrika submitted a copy of her Aadhar Card as one of the documents, ICF
Vigilance approached a local branch of Canara Bank in Chennai and found out that two Savings
Banks accounts, in two different branches in Palghat, Kerala, were linked with the said Aadhar
number. It was also found that she was drawing family pension sanctioned by ICF in one
S.B.A/c and that there was regular credit of a fixed amount every month in the other S.B.A/c in
another branch.
ICF Vigilance immediately sought the assistance of Chief Vigilance Officer, Canara Bank
and obtained copies of Pension Payment Order, KYC documents, etc., and confirmed that M.
Chandrika was in receipt of another family pension w.e.f. 01.11.2006 from the Govt. of Kerala
against the death of her husband on 04.10.2006.
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ICF Vigilance immediately approached the Joint Director, Directorate of Treasuries,
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala, the Pension Sanctioning Authority, with the details collected from
CVO, Canara Bank and confirmed the receipt of another family pension by M. Chandrika as per
the details collected from CVO, Canara Bank.
In terms of Rule 75(18) of Railway Services (Pension) Rules, 1993, family pension
should not be granted to a person, who is already in receipt of family pension or is eligible
therefor under any other rules of the Central Government or State Government or a Public Sector
Undertaking, Autonomous Body or Local Fund under the Central or State Government, provided
that a person, who is otherwise eligible for family pension under Rule 75(18) of RSPR, 1993 may
opt to receive family pension under this Rule if he/she forgoes the family pension admissible
from any other source.
However, the above said Rule 75(18) of RSPR, 1993 was deleted by Ministry of Railways
with the publication of Notification in RBE No.97/2013 dated 23.09.2013, which came into force
from the date of publication of the Notification i.e. 23.09.2013.
Vigilance, therefore, concluded that the sanction of Railway family pension by ICF w.e.f.
15.07.2009 to 22.09.2013 is erroneous and, therefore, referred the matter to Principal Chief
Personnel Officer to take immediate action for recovery of erroneous pension paid to M.
Chandrika during the above period.
During the investigation, ICF Vigilance also found out the following issues:
a) As per the family details declared by the widow of late ICF employee at the time of
claiming family pension for herself, M. Chandrika was the fourth and last daughter in the
family. While sanctioning the family pension to her, ICF administration did not verify the
status of the three elder daughters to rule out that none of them were eligible for family
pension as on 15.07.2009 i.e. the date from which family pension was sanctioned to M.
Chandrika.
b) As per the family details declared by the widow of late ICF employee, the date of birth of
M. Chandrika is 02.05.1969 i.e. she was just three months old as on the date of death of
her father (late ICF employee) on 06.08.1969. However, as per the School Certificate
submitted by M. Chandrika, her date of birth is 06.05.1970 i.e. she was born 9 months
after the death of her father. The discrepancy in her date of birth was not verified by
Personnel Branch and Account at the time of sanctioning the family pension to her.
c) M. Chandrika submitted copy of death certificate and declared that her husband P.
Manikandan died on 14.08.2000. However, the details collected from CVO, Canara Bank
and Department of Treasuries, Thiruvananthapuram show that her husband name is
Kannan Nair and that he had died on 04.10.2006.
The above issues found out by ICF Vigilance, which were not verified at the sanctioning
family pension to her by ICF, were also communicated to Principal Chief Personnel Officer to
look into and submit a detailed report.
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Case Study - 3 : Cartel Formation
A complaint was received by ICF Vigilance on the allegation on cartel formation stating that:
(a) six firms have commonalities in the management
(b) these firms do not have adequate manufacturing facilities but the facilities of group
companies are being used for production
(c) Some of these six firms participated in a few ICF tenders and the rates quoted by them are
almost similar or very meagre.
ICF details of investigation by ICF Vigilance are as follows:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

vi)

vii)

viii)

ix)

One of the firms was included as regular source in the Vendor Directory based on the
recommendations of a Committee constituted for this purpose.
Two firms were initially included as development sources in the Vendor Directory
based on assessment of these firms as per vendor approval process.
The two firms at (ii) above were later on upgraded as regular sources in the ICF
Vendor Directory based on the vendor status in the RCF/MCF Vendor Directories.
The remaining four firms were also included as regular sources in the ICF Vendor
Directory based on the vendor status in the RCF/MCF Vendor Directories.
Based on the advice of ICF Vigilance, the Mechanical Design wing submitted various
details viz., composition of management, facilities possessed, etc. of the six firms as
collected by it from them.
On verification of the details by Vigilance, a few commonalities in the names of
directors in the composition of management of some of the firms were found
confirming the allegation.
Since most of the six firms were included in the Vendor Directory by ICF based on
the vendor status in RCF/MCF Vendor Directories, physical verification of the
capacity and capabilities of these firms were not verified by ICF. Vigilance, however,
found similarities in the submission of the details by the firms i.e. layout of the tables,
language used in the covering letters, etc. Hence, Vigilance suspected that these firms
may be closely inter-linked to each other.
Some of these six firms participated in the Tenders mentioned by the complainant but
did not bag any order, except in the case of one firm which bagged a developmental
order (It was a developmental source only by then).
ICF Vigilance initially concluded that, from the rates quoted by these firms in these
Tenders, cartel could not be established beyond reasonable doubt.

As per the address declared by these firms, four firms are situated in one state while the
other two are situated in another state. On further investigation, ICF Vigilance found that some
of the firms uploaded their offers in IREPS, in the Tenders mentioned in the complaint, from the
same IP address. These tenders were floated by ICF at different points of time but all the offers
of these firms were found to be uploaded from the same IP address, but by using different digital
certificates on different dates and time in all these Tenders.
Vigilance, therefore,concluded that the existence of an arrangement amongst these firms, whether
or not such arrangement is formal or in writing and thereby falls within the definition of collusive
bidding as per the Competition Act, 2002 and reported the matter to Railway Board Vigilance.
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SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS BY ICF VIGILANCE
System Improvement - 1
Payment of terminal benefits to the families of deceased employees
After examining the current procedure being followed for payment of terminal benefits to
the families of deceased employees, the following system improvements were suggested by ICF
Vigilance for better transparency in the procedure:
a) The receipt of claim forms for terminal benefits from the eligible family member(s)
should be acknowledged by assigning a unique Registration Number for each such claim
and communicated to the claimant through auto-generated SMS and/or email.
b) Information at every stage of release of payment of various benefits viz., DCRG, PF,
leave encashment, CGEGIS, CTG, etc., should be disseminated to the claimant(s) through
auto-generated SMS and/or email.
c) Detailed calculation sheet for each such payment and copy of PPO should also be sent to
the claimant(s) through their registered email.
d) All the details of each such case, the current status, etc., should be made available in the
ICF internet website so that the claimant(s) can access the same with the unique
Registration Number at any time.
It has also been suggested that the above procedure may be extended to all other cases
viz., voluntary retirement, sanction of family pension to widow/divorced daughter/disabled
children, etc.
The above system improvement was suggested to ensure not only adequate transparency
but also to rule out the chances of any middlemen to misguide the eligible claimant(s) in getting
their entitled benefits.
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System Improvement - 2
Appointment on Compassionate Grounds
After examining the current procedure being followed for appointments on compassionate
grounds, the following system improvements were suggested by ICF Vigilance for better
transparency in the procedure:
a) The request for appointment on compassionate grounds should be submitted by the
eligible candidate in a prescribed application form having details viz., name, date of birth,
educational qualification (right from SSLC/Matric to latest qualification),
caste/community details, whether physically challenged or not, family details, details of
previous employment, mobile number, email id, etc., along with self attested copies of the
supporting documents.
b) It has also been suggested that it would be preferable if the candidates are allowed to
submit the details online, upload the documents and take a print out for submission. At
least the application should be made available in the website for the candidates to
download the same.
c) Every application, found to be in order, should be acknowledged by assigning a unique
registration number and communicated to the applicant through auto-generated SMS
and/or email registered by them.
d) Information at every stage of the process viz., seeking additional documents/details, if
any, date of written examination, publication of panel, etc., should be disseminated
through auto-generated SMS and/or email.
e) The details of all cases, with their current status, should be made available in the internet
website also so that the applicants, with the unique Registration Number, can access the
details and status of their request at any time.
f) Caution messages to the applicants to ignore and beware of touts and job racketeers, who
may try to deceive them by false promises of securing the appointment, should also be
sent to them through auto-generated SMS and/or email.
The above system improvement was suggested to ensure not only adequate transparency
but also to rule out the chances of any middlemen to misguide the eligible claimant(s) in getting
their entitled benefits.
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System Improvement - 3
Railway Services (Conduct) Rules, 1966
Intimation of transactions under Rule 18(2) – Immovable properties
As per Proviso below Rule 16(4)(i)(b) of Railway Services (Conduct) Rules, 1966, a
railway servant may give to, or accept from, a relative or a personal friend, a purely temporary
loan of a small amount free of interest.
Though the term ‘small amount’ is not defined in the said Rules, it is invariably seen in all
cases, where the employees/officers declare loan from a close relatives/friends as one of the
sources of funds for the proposed purchase of immovable property, that the amount of such loan
runs into lakhs of rupees. Moreover, no documentary evidence is also submitted in support of the
transaction.
Section 269SS of Income Tax Act, 1961 states that, ‘no person shall take or accept from
any other person any loan or deposit or any specified sum, otherwise than by account payee
cheque or account payee bank draft or use of electronic clearing system through a bank account
or through such other electronic mode as may be prescribed if:
a) The amount of such loan or deposit or specified sum or the aggregate amount of such
loan, deposit and specified sum; or
b) On the date of tacking or accepting such loan or deposit or specified sum, any loan or
deposit or specified sum taken or accepted earlier by such person from the depositor is
remaining unpaid (whether payment has fallen due or not), the amount or the aggregate
amount remaining unpaid; or
c) The amount of the aggregate amount referred to clause (a) together with the amount or the
aggregate amount referred to in clause (b), is twenty thousand rupees or more.
Moreover, any violation of the provision in Section 269SS attracts penalty for an amount
equivalent to the amount of such transaction under Section 271D of Income Tax Act, 1961.
ICF Vigilance, therefore, suggested to PCPO and PFA to issue suitable guidelines to all
employees/officers to submit satisfactory evidence for taking or accepting an amount equivalent
to Rs.20,000/- or more through account payee cheque, or account payee bank draft or through
any other acceptable electronic mode viz., NEFT, IMPS, etc., while reporting such transactions
under Railway Services (Conduct) Rules, 1966.
As advised by Vigilance, Personnel Branch issued Circular No.PB/S4/Misc//Conduct
Rules dated 20.09.2021 on the above lines.
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PRIZE WINNERS
BEST ARTICLE – OFFICER
Article : Work Ethics

Designation

By - Shri M.RADHAKRISHNAN

Deputy Secretary to
GM/ICF

BEST ARTICLE – STAFF
Article :

Designation

Self - Reliant Children - Future of the Nation

Ch.OS/GM Office
Emp.No : 669311

By - Smt RADHIKA SHYAM.K.U.

QUIZ COMPETITION

1st Prize - ICF Higher Secondary School

K. BALAGANAPATHY
Xth std

K.BALAKRISHNAN
Xth std

V.B.NIVENDAR
Xth std

2nd Prize - TTC ACT Apprentices /ICF

C.VIGNESH
TTC/Fitter - 4032

S.DIKSHITA
TTC/Elec - 3014

SARTHAK SHARMA
TTC/Elec - 3001

3rd Prize - ICF Silver Jubilee Hr.Sec School

S.DHANUSH
XIth std

C. RUSHIL
XIth std
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C.PURUSHOTHAM
XIth std

ESSAY COMPETITION
ICF Silver Jubilee Hr. Sec. School
Prize

ICF Vidyaniketan

Name & Class

Prize

Name & Class

1st

SOOBIYA
FATHIMA

XII D

1st

V. DIVYA
DHARHINI

IX

2nd

AMIRTHA
LAKSHMI

XI B

2nd

SAI PRANATHI

IX

ICF Higher. Sec. School
Prize

Technical Training Centre

Name & Class

Prize

Name & Class

1st

J.P. NITHYA SREE

XI 3B

1st

DIVYANSHU
BHUSHAN

2071/

2nd

S. SASIDHAR

XI B2

2nd

ANJALI
RAJAK

2072/

CARPENTER

CARPENTER

DRAWING COMPETITION
ICF Silver Jubilee Hr. Sec. School
Prize

ICF Vidyaniketan

Name & Class

Prize

Name & Class

1st

BRISTI MAJI

IX C

1st

S. JOSHWA
DANIEL

IX

2nd

SRIDHARSHINI V

IX A

2nd

K.S. KAMALESH
ADITHYA

IX

ICF Higher. Sec. School
Prize

Technical Training Centre

Name & Class

Prize

Name & Class

1st

J.P. THARANI
KANTH

IX 'E'2

1st

ANURADHA
KUMARI

4336/
FITTER

2nd

V.B.SARATH
BABU

X 'E'2

2nd

R. PADMINI

887684,
MACHINIST
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DISCLAIMER
******************************************************************************
The handbook is only indicative and is by no means exhaustive, nor is it intended to be a substitute for
rules, procedures and existing instructions / guidelines on the subject. The contents herein do not in any
way supersede the rules contained in any of the CVC / RAILWAYS /ICF and should be read with relevant
policy circulars for proper appreciation of the issues involved. This handbook also should not be produced
in any court of law and whenever necessary, reference should always be made to the original orders on the
subject. The primary purpose of the handbook is for reference only.
******************************************************************************
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